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percept. An example of analytic perception is taste in that sweet 
and sour can be combined in a dish and tasted individually. The 
mixture of blue and yellow to make green is an example of synthetic 
perception in vision. Which one of these properties applies to any 
given odor mixture is unclear and often confusing (Kay et al., 2005). 
For example, it has been shown that structurally very different 
odors, presumably activating different glomeruli, often showed a 
robust synthetic response instead of the expected analytic response 
(Grossman et al., 2008). While different theoretical/computational 
models have accounted for different aspects of this problem (e.g., 
Olson, 1994; Linster and Cleland, 2004), several important links 
between neuronal activity and behavioral results are still missing. 
One important clue to the possible underlying circuit mechanisms 
is the recently discovered distributed mitral–granule cell synap-
tic clusters (Willhite et al., 2006; Soucy et al., 2009), suggesting 
a clustered connectivity underlying signal processing in the bulb 
(Phillips et al., 2009). Their functional roles, however, remain to 
be explored.
To address this issue we have been developing a realistic network 
model (Migliore et al., 2007; Migliore and Shepherd, 2008). The 
initial model demonstrated how the mitral–granule cell synapses 
can self-organize through an activity-dependent process driven 
by action potentials (APs) propagating in the mitral cell lateral 
dendrites to form distributed mitral–granule cell clusters. Here we 
extend the model to study their possible functional consequences. 
The results suggest how distributed mitral–granule cell synaptic 
clusters, as those observed experimentally, can modulate mitral cells’ 
responses with odor experience, and describe a possible mechanism 
for the emergence of odor properties observed behaviorally.
IntroductIon
Analysis of the neural basis for odor recognition may have sig-
nificant impact not only for a better explanation of physiological 
and behavioral olfactory processes, but also for industrial applica-
tions in the development of odor-sensitive devices and applications 
to the fragrance industry. While the underlying mechanisms are 
still unknown, experimental findings have given important clues 
at the level of the activation patterns in the olfactory glomerular 
layer by comparing the responses to single odors and to mixtures 
(Johnson et al., 1999; Linster and Hasselmo, 1999; Rubin and Katz, 
1999; Linster et al., 2001). At the mitral cell layer, there has been 
significant experimental evidence that mitral cells contribute to 
the odor recognition process through sparse (Fantana et al., 2008), 
spatially distributed (Johnson et al., 1999), and multidimensional 
(Johnson and Leon, 2007) glomerular activity, which is conserved 
across species and individuals (Soucy et al., 2009). Classic experi-
mental evidence (Yokoi et al., 1995) has suggested a general role 
for the reciprocal mitral–granule synapse, and additional evidence 
suggested that it must undergo a significant remodeling during 
olfactory experience (Buonviso and Chaput, 2000; Matsuoka et al., 
2004; Moreno et al., 2009) and neurogenesis (Mouret et al., 2009; 
Nissant et al., 2009).
Beyond this data, the processing rules supporting odor percep-
tion are controversial (Gervais et al., 2007; Zarzo, 2007). A point of 
general importance in sensory physiology is whether sensory activ-
ity is analytic (or elemental) or synthetic (or configural) (Wilson 
and Stevenson, 2003; Gottfried et al., 2006; Kadohisa and Wilson, 
2006). Analytic refers to the perception of individual components 
in a mixture, whereas synthetic refers to the creation of a unified 
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MaterIals and Methods
All the simulations were carried out with the NEURON simulation 
program (Hines and Carnevale, 1997) on a parallel multi-proces-
sor IBM Linux cluster (CINECA, Bologna, Italy) or a BlueGene/P 
(IDRIS, Orly, France) system. The model and simulation files are 
available for public download under the ModelDB section (acces-
sion number 127995) of the Senselab database suite (http://sense-
lab.med.yale.edu).
For the purposes of this paper, and to investigate the possible 
interactions among a small group of mitral cells, in a simplified 
but physiologically plausible odor environment, we used a network 
consisting of five mitral cells (M1–M5 in Figure 1A) uniformly 
distributed along a 1-mm linear space. Each mitral cell represents 
the synchronized activity from a single glomerulus (Schoppa and 
Westbrook, 2002; Gire and Schoppa, 2009), and the ensemble of 
five mitral cells should be considered as representative of the subset 
of glomeruli activated during an odor presentation. To explore the 
synaptic network dynamics, and its interaction with backpropagat-
ing mitral cell APs 100 granule cells (Gx, one every 10 μm) form-
ing dendrodendritic contacts along the overlying mitral cell lateral 
dendrites were added, as schematically shown in Figure 1A. The 
network is a straightforward extension of the model in Migliore 
et al. (2007).
Mitral and granule cells’ morphological, active, passive, and 
synaptic  properties  were  identical  to  those  used  in  that  work 
(ModelDB accession number 114665), with the exception of longer 
(1000 μm) mitral cell lateral dendrites. The two typical simulations 
of a mitral cell in Figure 1B (top, weak and strong insets) show that 
FIgure 1 | Layout of the basic model for simulating the response of the 
network to a battery of odors. (A) Schematic arrangement of dendrodendritic 
synapses between mitral and granule cells; only mitral cells M1–M5 were 
explicitly modeled; “glomerular unit” indicates a mitral cell and its closest 
related granule cells. (B) Mitral (M) and Granule (G) cell properties; top: the 
traces show the membrane potential at different mitral cell locations (colored 
squares) during a single odor input activation (for clarity, only the first AP is 
shown); bottom: Traces show the granule cell somatic membrane potential 
during a somatic current injection (25 pA) under control and after simulated 
application of 4-aminopyridine, which blocks A-type K+ channels (4-AP , modeled 
with a 80% reduction of the KA conductance). The arrow on the granule cell 
dendrite indicates the location of mitral cell synaptic input. (C) The five mitral 
cells in (A) were stimulated by four odors with different relative strengths, 
indicated by the bars. (D) Simultaneous recordings of somatic traces for M1, 
M3, and M5 during a typical activation of odor 1; symbols correlate mitral cell 
firing with the strength of input in (C). (e,F) Rule for long-term potentiation 
(LTP) and long-term depression (LTD) of mitral–granule cell reciprocal synapses 
(from Migliore et al., 2007); the instantaneous frequency of each interspike 
interval at each synaptic location determines the value of ∆; this is used to 
update the value of p and, consequently, the peak synaptic conductance as 
w{exc,inh},p+∆ = gsyn,{exc,inh}.S(p + ∆); the function S(p) determines the current state of 
a synaptic weight.Frontiers in Integrative Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  September 2010  | Volume 4  | Article 122  |  3
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1996) for long-term potentiation (LTP) or long-term depression 
(LTD) (schematically shown in Figure 1E) and the typical sigmoidal 
activation function S(p) (Figure 1F; Haykin, 1994) was defined as 
S(p) = 1/{1 + exp[(p − 25)/3]}. In this way, the weight (i.e., the peak 
synaptic conductance) of any given synapse could go from a fully 
depressed (for p ≈ 0) to a fully potentiated state (for p ≈ 50), or vice-
versa, in about 50 consecutive spikes of the appropriate frequency. 
Unless explicitly noted otherwise, p = 0 at the beginning of a simula-
tion, gsyn,exc = 2 nS, and gsyn,inh = 3 nS. To better recognize the variable 
size and extension of a group of potentiated synapses, we will refer 
to them as “clusters”.
The plasticity rule described above is non-Hebbian, since it 
changes a synaptic weight ignoring any postsynaptic activity. We 
have previously noted and discussed (Migliore et al., 2007) why 
the formation of active dendrodendritic synaptic clusters does 
not depend on the specific choice for the functional form used to 
update the synaptic weights. Nevertheless, for a set of simulations 
we explicitly tested a Hebbian mechanism, implemented by adding 
a random and independent background synaptic activity on all the 
granule cells (eliciting spikes at around 3 Hz) and applying the 
plasticity rule (Figures 1E,F) when the postsynaptic side was depo-
larized more than 5 mV, with respect to the resting potential.
It should also be stressed that the main aim of this paper was to 
investigate the possible functional roles of the mitral–granule cell 
synaptic network. For this reason, many additional mechanisms, 
such as those involving juxtaglomerular cells, tufted cells, and olfac-
tory receptor neurons, among many others that can modulate/
preprocess an odor input and its recognition, were not included at 
this stage. We have also made the assumption that mitral ↔ gran-
ule cells synapses can independently undergo bidirectional plastic 
changes (i.e., LTP and LTD) driven by mitral cell activity (i.e., odor 
exposure) as a robust means to cluster potentiated synapses around 
active mitral cells (Willhite et al., 2006; Migliore et al., 2007). To 
date, the experimental evidence for synaptic plasticity in the granule 
cell layer has been sparse, with only two studies demonstrating LTP 
and LTD of excitatory synapses on granule cells (Satou et al., 2006; 
Gao and Strowbridge, 2009).
results
The network used for all simulations is schematically represented 
in Figure 2, where we indicate the relative location of the five mitral 
cells (M1–M5 at 100, 300, 500, 700, and 900 μm, respectively) and 
the 100 granule cells (5–995 μm). Representative reciprocal synapses 
are also explicitly indicated in the form GxMy, where x and y are the 
granule cell and mitral cell number, respectively. The network of 
interconnections between mitral cell lateral dendrites and granule 
cell radial dendrites is exceedingly complex. In order to begin to 
address their functional roles, we use the strategy of first reducing 
the three-dimensional matrix of the external plexiform layer to a 
one-dimensional network. This is based on the fact that along its 
extent a given lateral dendrite forms a one-dimensional linear set 
of interconnections with the granule cells to which it connects. For 
this reason, and for the sake of simplicity, our model cells were dis-
tributed in a linear, one-dimensional, space with mitral → granule 
cell synapses colocalized at the same dendritic granule cell loca-
tion, and the vertical arrangement of the mitral cells used only for 
  visualization. The column of granule cells observed in experiments 
APs can   initiate in the soma (Figure 1B, black traces) or in the tuft 
(Figure 1B, red traces) for weak (5.6 nS) or strong (8 nS) odor 
inputs, respectively, and propagate at full amplitude in the sec-
ondary dendrites, in agreement with experimental findings (Chen 
et al., 1997, 2002; Xiong and Chen, 2002; Debarbieux et al., 2003). 
Granule cells (Figure 1B, bottom) were modeled with a soma and 
a main radial dendrite (150 μm long) connected to a 100-μm long 
second-order dendrite representing the medial and distal dendritic 
tree, which was used to make dendrodendritic synaptic contact with 
mitral cell(s) lateral dendrite(s). The active properties were such 
that blocking the potassium A-type K+ current (Figure 1B, bottom, 
red trace) resulted in a significant effect on the spike latency, with 
respect to control (Figure 1B, bottom, black trace), in agreement 
with experimental findings (Schoppa and Westbrook, 1999).
Dendrodendritic coupling between each granule cell and a lat-
eral dendrite of each mitral cell was the same as in Migliore et al. 
(2007), implemented with a pair of independent reciprocal syn-
apses between a granule cell dendrite (containing AMPA and NMDA 
channels) with a mitral lateral dendrite (containing GABA channels) 
at the appropriate distance from the soma. Synapses (excitatory or 
inhibitory) were activated whenever the corresponding presynaptic 
compartment reached the threshold of −40 mV (Chen et al., 2000, 
for 18–28 days old rats).
Odor stimulation of mitral cells was modeled using a synchro-
nous activation, in all tuft compartments, of synaptic inputs with 
a double exponential conductance change (20 and 200 ms rise and 
decay time, respectively), and an individual peak conductance in 
the range 0–0.5 nS. This corresponds to a total aggregate input 
conductance of up to 10 nS, and it elicits six somatic spikes dur-
ing a single activation, within the range observed experimentally 
for the number of APs generated during a respiratory cycle (Cang 
and Isaacson, 2003).
As has been shown experimentally, odor inputs activate dif-
ferent mitral cells at different strengths. For most simulations, we 
implemented and used four odors (odors 1–4), with a relative mitral 
cell tuft activation schematically represented in Figure 1C, which 
is consistent with the experimental finding suggesting that mitral 
cells receive sparse glomerular inputs (Fantana et al., 2008). Unless 
otherwise noted, to simulate an odor presentation, the synaptic 
inputs in the tuft of each mitral cell were activated at a random fre-
quency in the range 2–10 Hz, corresponding to the natural sniffing 
frequency during exploratory behavior in rats (Kepecs et al., 2007). 
To illustrate the overall spiking activity, a typical 500 ms somatic 
membrane potential of M1, M3, and M5 during presentation of 
odor 1 is plotted in Figure 1D.
synaptIc plastIcIty
The synaptic plasticity rule used was the same as in a previous paper 
(Migliore et al., 2007). Briefly, each component (inhibitory or excita-
tory) of each dendrodendritic synapse was independently modified 
according to the local membrane potential, of the lateral dendrite of 
the mitral cell or the granule cell synapse, to calculate the instantane-
ous presynaptic interspike interval (ISI). After each spike, the peak 
conductance, w, of a given mitral-to-granule or granule-to-mitral 
synapse was updated from its current value w{exc,inh},p = gsyn,{exc,inh}.S(p) 
to w{exc,inh},p+∆ = gsyn,{exc,inh}.S(p + ∆), where the function ∆ = {0, +1, −1} 
followed a classical scheme (e.g., Bienenstock et al., 1982; Stanton, Frontiers in Integrative Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  September 2010  | Volume 4  | Article 122  |  4
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actIvIty-dependent cluster forMatIon
We have previously shown that the formation of clusters of potenti-
ated synapses (i.e., columns) around active mitral cells is a robust 
process, occurring under a wide range of synaptic peak conduct-
ance, the synaptic weight’s initial condition, frequency of odor input 
activation, and odor strength (see Figure 3 in Migliore et al., 2007). 
To analyze their possible functional roles, we first investigated the 
dynamics of the process during broader mitral cell activations 
(such as those in Figure 1C) that, although still very simplified, 
are  more  representative  of  the  distributed  glomerular  activity 
generated by an input odor. A typical simulation is illustrated in 
Figure 3, where we used odors 3, 1, and 4 to activate the network. 
In order to simplify the analysis odors were activated one at a time 
for 20 s, a time long enough to allow stable cluster formation for 
a wide range of input strengths (discussed below, see Figure 5A). 
The raster plot of mitral cell activity (Figure 3A) clearly shows 
that the most active mitral cells are those corresponding to the 
(cf. Willhite et al., 2006) is thus represented by a cluster of 10 granule 
cells aligned below each mitral cell, forming a “glomerular unit” 
(Figure 2A, see bracket around G10) that covers the approximate 
linear dimension of a single glomerulus. To illustrate the synaptic 
network dynamics, the weight of each dendrodendritic synapse 
was represented with a color-coded doublet of squares, shown in 
Figures 2B1,B2 for the initial conditions. Active synapses are thus 
shown with different colors, according to their normalized peak 
synaptic conductance, as illustrated in Figure 2B3.
Clusters of potentiated inhibitory synapses were quantitatively 
identified by analyzing each GxMy synapse and its first neighbors 
across all mitral cells. The average value of the normalized weight 
of the 15 synapses identified by the set G{x − 1;x + 1}M{1;5} was 
thus calculated, and the synapse was considered part of a cluster 
if this value was above a predefined threshold of 0.5. The ensem-
ble of synapses with an average weight value above threshold and 
overlapping neighbors formed a cluster.
FIgure 2 | Dendrodendritic synapses form a network of mitral and granule 
cells. (A) Schematic diagram of the mitral and granule cell network used in all 
simulations; A few mitral cells and specific dendrodendritic synapses are indicated 
in the form GxMy, indicating a reciprocal synapse between Granule cell x and 
Mitral y. (B1) Scheme used to represent the normalized peak conductance (weight) 
of the excitatory and inhibitory component of all the dendrodendritic synapses 
during a simulation. (B2,B3) Each dendrodendritic synapse is represented by two 
color-coded squares, indicating the corresponding synaptic weight.Frontiers in Integrative Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  September 2010  | Volume 4  | Article 122  |  5
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typical examples plotted in Figure 3C. A movie of the entire simula-
tion is shown in Supplementary Movie S1. Very similar results were 
obtained using a smoother S(p) function and frequency depend-
ence for ∆ (see Figure S1 in Supplementary Material). This shows 
that, under conditions of strong stimulation, the inhibitory con-
ductances can be fully potentiated and maintained during different 
odor presentations.
To gain more insight into the evolution of the synaptic clusters 
under different conditions, we carried out a 120-s simulation in 
which each odor was presented to the network for 2 s in a random 
order, and at a relatively lower strength (4–8 nS of total peak syn-
aptic input for the preferred mitral cells). A movie of the entire 
preferred cell for each odor, i.e., M3, M1, and M4 for odors 3, 1, 
and 4, respectively. The snapshots of the synaptic weights taken at 
the end of each odor presentation are shown in Figures 3B1–B3, 
and illustrate the process of cluster formation, as synapses close to 
the soma of the most active mitral cells undergo LTP during odor 
presentation. This result shows that once a cluster is formed in 
response to strong odor stimulation it is not significantly altered 
during the presentation of different odors (compare the snapshots 
at different times in Figures 3B1–B3). During the simulation, the 
conductance of the granule cell synapses close to the soma of the 
most active mitral cell quickly reached the peak value and did not 
significantly change for the rest of the simulation, as shown in the 
FIgure 3 | Presentation of a sequence of different odors generates clusters 
of mitral–granule cells synapses. (A) Mitral cell raster plot during a 60-s 
simulation in which odors 3, 1, and 4 were presented in sequence (20 s each). 
(B1–B3) Snapshots of the synaptic weights at different times during the 
simulation. (C) Time course of the normalized inhibitory weight for three 
synapses (G10M1i, G50M3i, and G70M4i). The location of the synapses in the 
network is indicated in (B3). A movie of this simulation is available as 
Supplementary Movie S1.Frontiers in Integrative Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  September 2010  | Volume 4  | Article 122  |  6
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in general depressed with occasional periods in a potentiated state 
is illustrated by the time course of two representative inhibitory 
synapses (Figure 4C, G30M2i and G50M3i). Overall, these results 
on the network dynamics are consistent, and suggest a possible 
mechanism to interpret the experimental findings showing that 
remodeling of the reciprocal mitral–granule cell synapses is associ-
ated with long-term pheromonal memory (Matsuoka et al., 2004), 
and that recent odor experience shapes piriform cortical activity 
(Wilson, 2010).
Because in order to train the network we used odor inputs at 
random frequency and strength, the specific final weight configu-
ration will, of course, depend on the specific activation patterns. 
simulation is available as Supplementary Movie S2. The overall 
mitral cell activity is shown as a raster plot in Figure 4A, and 
reflects the series of 2 s presentations of one random odor. The 
snapshots in Figures 4B1–B3, obtained at different simulation 
times, demonstrate how, in general, the synaptic network reflects 
the most recent history of mitral cell activation. This contrasts 
with the case of strong odor stimulation illustrated in Figure 3. 
Groups of granule cells close to the most recently and strongly 
activated mitral cells were fully potentiated but, in this case, clus-
ters were formed (mostly around strongly active mitral cells) and 
destroyed (around weakly active mitral cells) according to the recent 
input history. A typical synaptic dynamics in which synapses are 
FIgure 4 | random presentation of odors at lower strengths reveals 
dynamic cluster formation. (A) Mitral cell raster plot during a 120-s 
simulation. Odors were presented in a random sequence of 2 s frames. 
(B1–B3) Snapshots of the synaptic weights at different times during the 
simulation. (C) Time course of two inhibitory synapses (G30M2i and 
G50M3i) during the simulation. Arrows indicate their location on the weight 
snapshots. A movie of this simulation is available as Supplementary 
Movie S2.Frontiers in Integrative Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  September 2010  | Volume 4  | Article 122  |  7
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of a mixture of odors that may or may not be already known to the 
network, i.e., in the presence or absence of the relative cluster(s) 
around the preferred mitral cell(s). We ran 50 s simulations in 
which a control odor (odor 1) was regularly activated at 2 Hz and 
at a random strength (8–10 nS for the preferred mitral cell). Odor 
4 (Figure 6, left) or odor 2 (Figure 6, right) were added at differ-
ent relative strengths, increasing every 10 s and asynchronously 
(±25 ms, roughly within one gamma cycle) activated at the same 
frequency (2 Hz). The simulations were carried out under three 
different conditions: (i) in the absence of the granule cell network 
(i.e., no clusters); (ii) in the presence of the clusters formed at the 
end of the simulation in Figure 3; (iii) in the presence of both the 
synaptic clusters and odor 1.
Typical M4 and M2 somatic traces under the different con-
ditions and control strengths are shown in Figure 6A, and the 
total number of spikes elicited by M4 or M2 during 10 s periods 
at different strengths in Figure 6B. To explain these results, we 
first note the key features of the weight configuration after the 
specific training protocol of Figure 3 (reproduced in Figure 6B): 
(1) there are clusters of potentiated synapses around M1 and 
M4 but not around M2, since odors 1 and 4 are known to the 
network, (2) after training, M1 and M4 excitatory synapses were 
potentiated enough to activate the local inhibitory synapses dur-
ing M1 or M4 activity, whereas excitatory synapses from M2 
are inactive.
The results during the test simulations (Figure 6B) highlight 
a prediction of the model: odors on which the network has been 
previously trained (in our case, odors 1 and 4) do not affect each 
other (Figure 6B, left, compare blue and red lines). This occurs 
because the firing activity of both M1 and M4 will be strongly 
reduced in the same way by their local synaptic clusters, which 
are very similar. There will thus be little effect from M1 on M4 
firing or vice-versa. A strikingly different result was obtained for 
the unknown odor 2. In this case, the firing activity of M2 (the 
preferred mitral cell for odor 2) was unaffected by the network 
(because M2 lacks a local cluster) whereas the presence of odor 1, 
These, in turn, will shape the mitral cell responses to subsequent 
test inputs, generating, in principle, an extremely large range of 
possible outputs. We will explore a few cases and their possible 
functional consequences later in the paper. However, it is important 
to test first if the emergence of distributed clusters (as observed 
in the experiments; Willhite et al., 2006) is robust with respect 
to the input pattern. We thus calculated the number of clusters 
of inhibitory weights as a function of the simulation time under 
different conditions, starting with the protocol used for Figure 3. 
Three different odors were sequentially presented to the network, 
for 20 s each. The average number of clusters (from five simula-
tions) generated using random odor sequences was quite reliable 
at high input strength (Figure 5A, black and red lines) or using a 
Hebbian learning rule (Figure 5A, gray symbols), and corresponded 
to the activation times of the preferred mitral cells (3, every 20 s, 
one for each odor). This occurred for different odor strengths, until 
the input was too low (Figure 5A, blue) or too variable (Figure 5A, 
green) to generate enough mitral cell activity to drive a stable cluster 
formation. The same result (i.e., stable and robust formation of 
clusters around the most active mitral cells) was obtained using 
shorter time windows for a random sequence of all four odors 
at high input strengths (Figure 5B, black, red, and blue). Weaker 
inputs resulted in a lower average number of clusters (Figure 5B, 
green and orange), with a transient dynamics illustrated for a typi-
cal simulation in Figure 5B (right). These results demonstrate that 
the clustering of potentiated synapses can be a very stable and 
robust process during presentation of strong odors, dynamically 
adapting to reflect the past history of mitral cell activity during 
weaker inputs.
MIxtures
We wished to understand the interaction between clusters of poten-
tiated synapses and their possible functional roles. To this purpose, 
we used a mixture of two odors at different relative strengths (i.e., 
concentrations) and under different conditions to give insight into 
how the mitral–granule synaptic network operates in the presence 
FIgure 5 | Persistence of the inhibitory synaptic clusters depends on odor 
strength and duration. (A) Average number of clusters during a random 
sequence of three odors activated for 20 s, using different odor strength ranges 
(different color lines), and a Hebbian learning rule (gray); average values for each 
trace were calculated from five simulations. (B) Left: Number of clusters during 
the same random sequence of all four odors activated for different time 
windows, and at different strengths; right: instantaneous number of clusters (1 s 
intervals) for the simulation using a time window of 2 s and a 4- to 8-nS strength.Frontiers in Integrative Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  September 2010  | Volume 4  | Article 122  |  8
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odor perceptIon for Inputs wIth overlappIng gloMerular 
actIvatIon
To test further the possible functional consequences of the dynamical 
interaction caused by distributed synaptic clusters with odor mixtures, 
we implemented a protocol originally used to explore the perception of 
odor mixtures (Grossman et al., 2008). In the experiments, mice were 
trained with different mixtures of pentanal (pent) and hexanal (hex) 
and then tested to recognize either the mixture or a single component. 
They found that mice responded equally to the individual components 
after training with mixtures of high pent and low hex. This is an example 
of elemental perception as mice respond to either of the components 
of the mixture. Conversely, when the mixture contained high hex and 
low pent, mice responded to the mixture and hex alone. In this case, one 
considers that hex “overshadowed” pent (Grossman et al., 2008).
activating the granule cell synapses on M2 lateral dendrites, sig-
nificantly altered M2 activity (Figure 6B, right, compare red and 
blue plots). The results are summarized in Figure 6C, where we 
plot the average firing activity with respect to control (from five 
simulations) for M4 and M2, and confirm the clear difference in 
the mitral cell output.
Taken together, these results suggest that the output of mitral 
cells (and thus odor perception) during presentation of a mix-
ture depends on which odor component is already known to the 
network, with the overall response determined by the complex, 
but predictable, interactions set up by the training process. This 
is consistent with the experimental findings suggesting that odor 
experience can change odorant perception by restructuring the 
inhibitory network (Mandairon et al., 2008).
FIgure 6 | Mitral cell output in response to a mixture depends on 
whether the components have been learned. (A) Somatic membrane 
potential of M4 (left) or M2 (right) during a 2-s window in three cases (black, 
no granule cells; red, with granule cells and no odor 1; blue, with granule cells 
and odor 1). (B) Top: Synaptic weights after the training protocol used for 
Figure 3; bottom: number of M4 (left) or M2 (right) somatic spikes during 
presentation of different odor combinations as a function of odors 4 or 2 
strength, respectively; in all cases control strength is the input used in the 
simulation for Figure 3; red lines are slightly shifted downward for full 
visibility. (C) Average number of spikes (±SD) from five simulations, for M4 
(left) and M2 (right) with respect to control, as a function of relative odor 
strength under different conditions.Frontiers in Integrative Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  September 2010  | Volume 4  | Article 122  |  9
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for overlapping glomerular inputs (Grossman et al., 2008) can be 
explained in terms of the specific synaptic clusters formed during 
the training period.
perceptIon of MIxtures wIth non-overlappIng gloMerular 
actIvatIon
It is known that the individual components of a mixture cannot 
always be recognized (synthetic/configural vs analytical/elemen-
tal response, Wilson and Stevenson, 2003; Wiltrout et al., 2003) 
even if they are structurally very different (Kay et al., 2005) and 
thus presumably activating non-overlapping glomeruli. Based 
on the previous results, we can predict that this may occur 
when one of the components, through the pattern of synaptic 
clusters generated during the training period, can differentially 
modulate the firing activity of the mitral cells involved with the 
other component.
In Figure 8 we show the simulation findings for such a case. 
Training with a mixture composed of two odors activating non-
overlapping mitral cells (Figure 8A) generated the map shown in 
Figure 8B. By inspection one can predict the behavioral experi-
ment by noting two conditions. Firstly, M2 APs, backpropagat-
ing along its lateral dendrites and through the active excitatory 
connections, will activate the granule cells close to the soma of 
both M1 and M5, generating approximately the same inhibitory 
activity on both M1 and M5. Secondly, at the end of the train-
ing period with the mixture, most of the M5 excitatory synapses 
ended up in an active state, whereas most of those from M1 (and 
especially those close to the M5 soma) were depressed (compare 
M1 and M5 bottom squares around M5 and M1 somatic locations, 
respectively), creating an asymmetry in the reciprocal M1–M5 
lateral inhibition.
We tested whether the model could produce these effects. To 
implement the odor inputs activated by pent and hex (Grossman 
et al., 2008), we set up the inputs as schematically shown in 
Figure 7A, with M1 in common between the two odors to model 
the overlapping glomerular activation observed in the experi-
ments. We then trained the network for 20 s with a mixture of high 
pent and low hex (with a 1.75:1 ratio). The final configuration 
of the synaptic weights is shown in Figure 7B. Since a high pent 
mixture strongly activated M1 and M2, two clusters were formed. 
Next, we tested mitral activation during a 10-s presentation of 
the mixture or the single components. Typical somatic traces and 
the average activation of M1 and M2 are shown in Figure 7C, 
which shows that under the different testing conditions mitral 
cells maintain the same relative activity, with M1 > M2 (reflect-
ing the higher activation of the overlapping M1 cell). This is an 
example of mitral cell output that may give rise to an elemental 
behavioral response.
Training with a high hex mixture, however, resulted in only 
one cluster (Figure 7D) because only M1 received a strong input. 
When the network was tested for only pent, even if both M1 and 
M2 mitral cells were activated by about the same input (see pent 
in Figure 7A), their relative firing was not only different, but also 
qualitatively different from the mixture (Figure 7E, compare histo-
grams for test mix and test pent). This occurred because the single 
cluster of granule cell synapses results in a differential inhibitory 
action on M1 and M2 (M1 receives a stronger inhibition from its 
cluster). The asymmetric inhibition on M1 and M2 thus caused a 
different relative firing, suggesting a possible source of confusion in 
the perception for pent (but not for hex), as observed in the experi-
ments. These results suggest that a basic mechanism underlying the 
experimentally observed “overshadowing” and elemental response 
FIgure 7 | A network trained on an overlapping binary mixture can 
demonstrate both elemental and overshadowing responses. 
(A) Relative strength of the synaptic input on the tuft of each mitral 
cell (M1–M5) to model hexanal (hex) and pentanal (pent) simulation. 
(B) Synaptic weights after training with a mixture of low hex and high pent. 
(C) Typical somatic traces (left) and average firing rate for M1 and M2 (right) 
during simulations testing a mixture with high pent (top), only pent (middle), 
or only hex (bottom) at training strengths. (D) Top: Synaptic weights after 
training with a mixture of high hex and low pent. (e) Typical somatic traces 
(left) and average firing rate for M1 and M2 (right) during simulations testing 
a mixture with high hex (top), only pent (middle), or only hex (bottom) at 
training strengths.Frontiers in Integrative Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  September 2010  | Volume 4  | Article 122  |  10
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dIscussIon
Distributed clusters of active synapses between mitral and granule 
cells have been revealed by viral tracing studies (Willhite et al., 
2006), but the dynamics of their formation and the possible func-
tional roles are unknown. This is the first study showing how and 
why they may be involved in the mechanisms underlying behav-
ioral findings. The model suggests that while cluster formation 
occurs with higher odor concentrations and longer durations, they 
may be formed and lost in a dynamic process with weaker stimu-
lation and brief durations. We hypothesize that this is similar to 
what occurs in normal development (Mouret et al., 2009; Nissant 
et al., 2009) and daily odor exposure (Buonviso and Chaput, 2000), 
and consistent with several experimental findings suggesting that 
the olfactory bulb network undergoes a high level of plasticity in 
response to odor inputs (e.g., Mandairon et al., 2008; reviewed 
in Mandairon and Linster, 2009). It is important to note that, in 
our model, cluster formation is an emergent network property 
rather than an imposed mechanism. As discussed in a previous 
paper (Migliore et al., 2007), it depends on the dynamical interac-
tion between mitral cell APs, during their backpropagation along 
the lateral dendrites, with the much larger population of granule 
cells more or less uniformly distributed in the external plexiform 
The resulting effect is illustrated in Figure 8B (bottom), where we 
show the average firing rates of M1 and M5 under the different testing 
conditions. During the presentation of the mixture, M2 is active and 
the relative firing of M1 and M5 is such that M1 > M5 (Figure 8B, 
“test mix”). Presentation of odor 5 alone (and thus with M2 inac-
tive) resulted in a relative firing that was qualitatively different from 
that obtained during presentation of the mixture, with M1 < M5 
(Figure 8B, “test odor 5”). We suggest that this difference may result 
in a synthetic/configural response, and can generate a difficulty in 
the elemental perception of odor 5. Training with a relatively small 
difference in mitral cell activation for one of the odors (a 20% higher 
input to M2 in this case, Figure 8C) caused a different final weight 
configuration (Figure 8D) that does not alter M1 and M5 relative 
activity during testing the mixture or odor 5 (M1 > M5, in both 
cases, Figure 8D, bottom), thus maintaining an elemental response. 
Taken together, these results suggest how basic experimental find-
ings on odor mixture perception, with non-overlapping glomerular 
activation (Kay et al., 2005), can be explained in terms of the specific 
pattern of synaptic clusters formed in training the mitral–granule 
microcircuits. They are consistent with the recent discovery of dis-
crete transitions in activity patterns generated by gradual changes in 
odor mixture components (Niessing and Friedrich, 2010).
FIgure 8 | Synthetic or analytical properties of non-overlapping binary 
mixtures depend on cluster interactions. (A) Relative strengths of the 
synaptic inputs on the tufts of each mitral cell (M1–M5) to model two odors 
activating different mitral cells (i.e., non-overlapping glomeruli). (B) Top: 
Synaptic weights after training with the mixture of the two odors; bottom: 
average firing rate for M1–M5 during 6, 10 s, simulations testing the mixture 
(left), only odor 5 (middle), or only odor 6 (bottom) at training strengths. (C) 
Relative mitral cell (M1–M5) as in (A) but with M2 activity increased by 
20%. (D) Top: Synaptic weights after training with the mixture of the two 
odors; bottom: average firing rate for M1–M5 during 6, 10 s, simulations 
testing the mixture (left), only odor 5 (middle), or only odor 6 (right) at 
training strengths.Frontiers in Integrative Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  September 2010  | Volume 4  | Article 122  |  11
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in experiments using pseudorabies virus in vivo to trace connec-
tivity (Willhite et al., 2006). While a recent investigation on in 
vitro cultured neurons (McCarthy et al., 2009) suggested that this 
technique might alter neuronal connectivity, its relevance for in 
vivo findings remains unknown.
general predIctIons
The consequences of the network self-organization and cluster 
interactions provided insight into the experimental suggestions 
that mixtures give highly variable and in some cases unpredictable 
results in terms of odor maps and their relation to odor percep-
tion (Grossman et al., 2008). An in-depth analysis of each effect is 
outside the scope of this first report, which should be considered 
a proof of principle study of the computational properties of the 
mitral–granule synaptic network. From this point of view, the gen-
eral operating principles and the most intriguing predictions of 
the model are summarized in Figure 9, for the cases of odors with 
overlapping (Figure 9A) or non-overlapping fields (Figure 9B). 
layer. For this reason, the results discussed here could not have 
been obtained with reduced models using single compartment 
or point neurons.
Although the model is able to explain and predict a number of 
behavioral findings, more experimental investigations are needed 
to confirm our predictions. However, they are already consist-
ent at the network level with several recent experimental stud-
ies. The dynamic activity-dependent process of cluster formation 
and interaction is consistent with the physiological findings of 
Mandairon et al. (2008), who found that Zif268 expression in 
granule cells overlapped patterns of activated glomeruli to differ-
ent odors. Evidence for remodeling of dendrodendritic synapses 
as a mechanism for the plasticity such as that used here was found 
by Matsuoka et al. (2004), associated with the persistence of phe-
romonal memory at the bulbar level. The clusters of activated 
reciprocal synapses are also consistent with the non-stochastic 
distribution  of  mitral–granule  connectivity  calculated  from 
experiments (Phillips et al., 2009), and similar to those observed 
FIgure 9 | Schematic correlation between network connectivity and odor 
qualities. (A) Schematic representation of mitral–granule connectivity after a 
training period with an odor mixture (odor a and odor b) activating overlapping 
mitral cells (M2 and M3), and resulting in: (A1) no interaction between M1 and 
M3, (A2) an asymmetric interaction between M1 and M3, note the lack of local 
synapses close to the soma of M1, (A3) synapses activated by a non-preferred 
cell (M2, blue). (B) Schematic of mitral–granule connectivity after training with an 
odor mixture (odor a and odor b) activating non-overlapping mitral cells, and 
resulting in: (B1) no interaction between mitral cells, (B2) an asymmetric 
interaction of M2 with M1, note the lack of M2 (blue) synapses close to the soma 
of M1, (B3) a gating configuration of the cluster close to M2. For clarity, mitral cells 
not primarily involved in a specific effect for each case are drawn with lighter lines.Frontiers in Integrative Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  September 2010  | Volume 4  | Article 122  |  12
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kind of   asymmetric connectivity (discussed in Figure 8) could be 
obtained when odors generate strong, but non-uniform, activity in 
different mitral cells (note the slightly different activation of M1 with 
respect to M3 for odor a in Figure 9B). In this case, M2 activity may 
contribute to generating enough local firing to activate the granule 
cell synapse on its lateral dendrite close to M3 but not close to M1. 
Finally, the model predicts what kind of cluster configuration can 
result in synergy, a clear but rarely found type of odor detection 
(Miyazawa et al., 2008): it can occur when one of the odor com-
ponents (odor b in our case) is presented in a concentration high 
enough to form a local cluster including synapses with cells activated 
by the other component (synapses close to M2 in Figure 9B3). In 
this case, APs backpropagating along the lateral dendrites of M1 and 
M3 can be blocked when they reach M2 (Migliore and Shepherd, 
2008). This can significantly reduce lateral inhibition between M1 
and M3, increasing their overall   firing rate.
conclusIons
In summary, experimental and modeling studies have provided 
evidence for a clustered granule cell organization within the 
olfactory bulb, and for some of the properties of the mitral–
granule cell synapses and interactions. However, experiments 
have lacked explanations for how these interactions operate at a 
global scale to preprocess an odor input before it is conveyed to 
the olfactory cortex for further elaboration. Our model network 
has provided first insights into the functional roles of a mecha-
nism that involves activity-dependent plasticity and underlies the 
formation of clusters of granule cells synaptically connected to 
mitral cells that are in turn connected to specific glomeruli. The 
present study posits an experimentally testable dynamic proc-
ess of cluster formation and interaction that is able to elucidate 
several puzzling, and so far unexplained, experimental findings 
regarding odor perception.
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In all the cases discussed below, the key point is to consider how 
and where clusters are formed, and how they can modulate mitral 
cell activity.
In general, when clusters of synapses are formed in such a 
way that the most active mitral cells receive the same amount of 
inhibition (as schematically drawn in Figure 9A1), an elemental/
analytical response can be predicted. A mixture would be per-
ceived as a simple sum of its unmixed components, even if the 
odors activate an overlapping subset of mitral cells. In the exam-
ple of Figure 9A1, mitral cells will activate only local (feedback) 
inhibition. Their activity will thus be independent of each other, 
since APs propagating along the lateral dendrites will not activate 
inhibition on different mitral cells. When clusters are such that a 
differential inhibition could be generated on different mitral cells, 
as illustrated in Figure 9A2, a configural/synthetic perception may 
be observed. This also provides the basis for overshadowing. In 
this case, M3 would be inhibited by M1 activity but not vice-versa, 
as discussed for Figure 7. Hypoadditivity, i.e., when a mixture is 
perceived as less intense than predicted by the simple sum of its 
components (Schiet and Cain, 1990; Duchamp-Viret et al., 2003), 
can occur when the clusters around the preferred mitral cells (M1 
and M3, in Figure 9A3) include synapses activated by cells, which 
are significantly recruited only during the presentation of the mix-
ture (such as M2, in Figure 9A3). Note that for this case to occur 
the non-preferred cell (M2, in the example of Figure 9A3) must 
form granule cell synapses along its lateral dendrites, rather than 
locally. This can be relatively easy to obtain, since M2 is a non-
preferred cell. Its own activity will thus not be strong enough to 
generate a stable local cluster, but the APs propagating in the lateral 
dendrites will sum with activity of the preferred cells, contribut-
ing to cluster formation around them. The model thus predicts 
how both elemental and configural responses can be obtained 
from odors activating an overlapping set of glomeruli, suggest-
ing how specific arrangements of synaptic clusters may modulate 
mitral–granule cell interaction leading to the emergence of specific 
odor qualities.
If  two  odors  activate  a  non-overlapping  set  of  mitral  cells 
(Figure 9B),  an  elemental  response  is  predicted  when  clusters 
include only feedback synapses, i.e., formed by the preferred mitral 
cells close to their soma but not along their lateral dendrites, as 
schematically shown in Figure 9B1. This can be expected to be the 
most common case. As clusters begin to include synapses that can 
be activated by other mitral cells, the model predicts effects that 
can shed some light on more elusive behavioral results. For exam-
ple, if one of the odor components forms synapses close to some 
(but not all) of the mitral cells activated by the other component 
a configural/synthetic perception can be obtained (e.g., as shown 
in Figure 9B2, note the blue synapse on M3 but not on M1). This Frontiers in Integrative Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  September 2010  | Volume 4  | Article 122  |  13
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FIgure S1 | Cluster formation is robust to changes of the plasticity rule. 
(A) Time course of the same synapses as in Figure 3 during a simulation with 
the same stimulation protocol (odors 3, 1, 4 for 20 s each) but using a 
smoother frequency dependence for ∆ and a modified S(p) activation function; 
for comparison, the original trace for G70M4i from Figure 3 has been added. 
(B) The ∆ and S(p) functions used in the paper (black) and for this simulation 
(red curves). They were implemented as: 
∆ = LTD·LTP
LTD = −1 + 1/{1 + ExP[(LTDI − 1/FREq)/LTDSL]}
LTP = −1 + 2/{1 + ExP[(LTPI − 1/FREq)/LTPSL]}
S(P) = 1 − 1/{1 + ExP[(P − SIGH)/SIGSL]} 
where freq is the instantaneous interspike frequency. For the red curve, 
LTDi = 250, LTDsl = 40, LTPi = 33.33, LTDsl = 2, sigh = 50, and sigsl = 6; for 
the black curve: LTDi = 250, LTDsl = 0.001, LTPi = 33.33, LTDsl = 0.001, 
sigh = 25, and sigsl = 3. (C) Expanded view of the time course for the G70M4i 
synaptic weight, highlighting the difference in using the two learning rules 
implemented as shown in (B). (D) The final weight configuration using a 
different learning rule was very similar to that in Figure 3C.